
AN ANALYSIS OF A QUOTE FROM THE PLAY ANTIGONE BY SOPHOCLES

Quote: â€œNow you can prove what you are: / A true sister, or a traitor to your family.â€• (Prologue, ). Analysis:
Antigone calls out her sister, informing her that she's either for her or Fate plays an important role in Greek tragedy.
Sophocles.

Big words are always punished, And proud men in old age learn to be wise. The inflexible heart breaks first,
the toughest iron Cracks first, and the wildest horses bend their necks At the pull of the smallest curb. It is this
threat that finally causes Creon to repent. He repents too late and Teiresias' prophecy is fulfilled. It is
important to think through different perspectives too. Greed and ego will be punished, yet, sadly, men realize
this very late. The debate concerning free will and fate has raged for centuries. Analysis: The chorus fulfills
one of its roles by declaring an important Thebean value, in this example, obedience to the law. Ignoring
Haemon's advice has brought the downfall of rulers and common folk since the beginning of time. The chorus
calls her out and reminds her that it is her choices that have caused her downfall. Share This. Teiresias
responds by accusing Creon of placing value on things with apparent beauty but no real value. Antigone says
farewell to the citizens of Thebes as she is led to the cave where she will be buried alive. His 'house', means
his family will suffer endlessly as a result of his unwise decisions. In every generation, the curse strikes down
another victim. The play ends with an emphasis on Fate, the decree of the gods that is more powerful than the
decree of a king. Nothing good can come of this. There was hope for the fair Antigone, but now she follows
the family fate. And it does. Fate plays an important role in Greek tragedy. Creon accuses Teiresias of taking
bribes. He is marveled at her audacity of breaking a law, and being proud of it despite being a woman. Think:
all men make mistakes, But a good man yields when he knows his course is wrong, And repairs the evil. He
ultimately fails by his own test, for the very first law reveals his faulty character. This post is part of the series:
Antigone Study Guide. Analysis: Chances are when the messenger begins his message in this fashion, bad
news will follow. She is headstrong, and is fiery enough to even face death for something which she believes
in. The Chorus addresses the devastated Creon, who is alone after all his family has died through his mistake.
New York: Glencoe,  Quote: Antigone: O Oedipus, father and brother! She becomes a martyr. Analysis: Creon
employs several metaphors for describing the fate of those who refuse to change their mind. He tells him that,
a man who thinks that he knows everything and is always correct, is the one who fails miserably. Analysis:
That pretty much sums up the play's theme. She will not budge, and sticks to her motive. The Chorus sings an
ode of victory after the battle between the brothers Polyneices and Eteocles for the throne of Thebes. She says
her ill-fate was decided when she was born to him, out of such a blasphemous relationship. Analysis:
Antigone brings up that whole Oedipus killing his father and marrying his mother incident.


